ALTO SAXOPHONE 1

ARE WE NOT 'THE CATS'?

EASY SHUFFLE BLUES

\[ \text{Gordon Brisker} \]

Open until cue

2nd xo \( \text{E}_13 \) fill a la Johnny Hodges

\( \text{A}_9 \)

\( \text{E}_13 \)

\( \text{B}_7(#9) \)

\[ \text{Glissando} \]

Tacet until cue:

Open for tenor solo
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Open for Bass solo On cue
Alto Saxophone 2

Are We Not 'The Cats'?

Open for Piano

Gordon Brisker
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Baritone Saxophone

Are We Not 'The Cats'?  

Open for Piano

Gordon Brisker
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**Trumpet 1**

**Are We Not 'The Cats'?**

Gordon Brisker

Open for Piano

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>On Cue</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Open for tenor solo

Open for Bass solo
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TRUMPET 3

ARE WE NOT 'THE CATS'?

GORDON BISKER

Open for Piano

On cue: W' tenor

Open for tenor solo

On cue-Play 2nd Xo
Are We Not 'The Cats'?

Gordon Brisker
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TROMBONE 3

AREN WE NOT 'THE CATS'?

[Music notation and text]
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ARE WE NOT 'THE CATS'?

Gordon Brisker
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Are We Not 'The Cats'?

G Blues—Open for Piano + rhythm

G7 C7 G7 Dmin7 G7

C7 C#7 G7 E7

Amin7 D7 G Bb7 Amin7 D7

G13 C9 G13 C9

G7/8 C C#7 G/D E7(#9) A7 G7(#3)

D7(#9) G (4ths) C Cresc.
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Piano

Are We Not 'The Cats'?

Gordon Brisker
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ARE WE NOT 'THE CATS'?

Gordon Brisker

G Blues—Open for Piano + rhythm

G 7 in "4"      C 7      G 7      Dmin7      G 7

G 7      C 7      G 7      E 7

Amin7      D 7      G      Bb 7      Amin7      D 7

Amin7      C 9      G 13      C 9

G 13      D 7(#9)      G 13

C 9
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Drum Set

Are We Not 'The Cats'?

Sticks
G, Blues - Open for Piano + Rhythm
Shuffle + Backbeat

Gordon Brisker

A

On Q:

15 (Horns in)

17

17

21

25

25

Fill

29

Floor Tom

Tenor Solo
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Background enters on G (2 chs.)

For more tenor choruses

Continue after backgrounds

G Blues-Open for Bass solo

Play 1, 2

On cue

Fill

G Accents End Xo
Solo

Heavy Backbeat

Solo through breaks

Solo through cutoffs
Are We Not 'The Cats'?  

Gordon Brisker

Alto Saxophone 1
Alto Saxophone 2
Tenor Saxophone 1
Tenor Saxophone 2
Baritone Saxophone
Trumpet 1
Trumpet 2
Trumpet 3
Clarinet in B
Trombone 1
Trombone 2
Trombone 3
Bass Trombone 4
Guitar
Bass
Drum Set
Piano
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G Blues Overture for Solo

A So. 1

A So. 2

B So. 1

B So. 2

Tpt. 1

Tpt. 2

Tpt. 3

Tbn. 1

Tbn. 2

Trb. 3

Bs. Trm. 4

Gtr.

Pno.

Bass

D. S.